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About This Content

A while back, we set you all the web blingizens up with some golden versions of Killing Floor favorites. Time to expand your
bling collection!

Key features:

 

Golden AA12: The most powerful shotgun we've got. Full auto. Mag
reload. Eats Zeds for breakfast. Now available in the most gorgeous filigreed gold finish!
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Golden Chainsaw: For those moments when just chainsawing a
Fleshpound's head off isn't enough...

 

Golden Deagles: Gold camo. The must-have for every serious game-
playing gangsta wannabe. Dual gold camo hand-cannons - what else do we need to say?

 

Golden Flamethrower: The flamethrower for the rich and famous.
Well, rich, famous and with very dubious taste. Like a flamethrower is tasteful anyway?
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Title: Killing Floor - Golden Weapon Pack 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
Tripwire Interactive
Publisher:
Tripwire Interactive
Franchise:
Tripwire Interactive
Release Date: 3 Jul, 2013

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English
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I got this as part of the bundle. The flamethrower gives a whole new meaning to the term "golden shower". Golden
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing eagles, man. I don't need to say anything more.. TLDR: Three out of the four golden weapon
reskins are weapons that I actually use.

Support Specialist AA12: Used because of Scrakes and Fleshpounds
Sharpshooter Handcannon: Used because of close-quarters bullet penetration ability
Berserker Chainsaw: Not used because of lack of movement speed bonus
Firebug Flamethrower: Used because of crowd control. TLDR: Three out of the four golden weapon reskins are weapons that I
actually use.

Support Specialist AA12: Used because of Scrakes and Fleshpounds
Sharpshooter Handcannon: Used because of close-quarters bullet penetration ability
Berserker Chainsaw: Not used because of lack of movement speed bonus
Firebug Flamethrower: Used because of crowd control. Typical add-on pack. Expands your arsenal, nothing wrong with that.
Some will use some will not. Great game though. Better than the 2nd game. Its clear what you're getting, Over priced DLC of
course, like most, but frequently on sale. Worth it then.. The golden weapons are the only clone weapons to be designed very
well. Its not a simple recolor like those awful neon weapons. The base texture was remade (as in no sign of damage, scratches to
the gun), designs were more though out and they added a new layer to make them SHINE! Their HUD icons are even made
yellow instead of the traditional red.

Id recommend buying these. There is no need to be butthurt just because "they are reskins", these are optional and profit of
these DLCs help fund KF2. The only reason to complain is if the reskin was lacking in quality, which these beauties definitely
are not lacking.
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Your character will look like hes compensating for something but at least youll have pretty guns. >complaining about getting 4
beautifully made skins for 8 bucks
>spending 20 bucks or more on a single skin in csgo
ok lol. People complain about spending $8 on weapon reskins.
I don't agree with it either, so I picked it up on a sale.

Judge the worth of weapon skins to your love of the game.

Also: GOLDEN TIGER DEAGLE 10\/10 WOULD BUY EVERY GAME.. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them
suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a modding
community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a console peasant and a
sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. +All look nice.

I have bought this for Tripwire Interactive who made this awesome game 'Killing Floor! :Dosh:
If you like this game, buy this DLC for support :Dosh: the 'Tripwire Interactive' and the 'Killing Floor'. :Dosh:
Sincerely, @Atlaimond [HUN] :spacepony:. Your character will look like hes compensating for something but at least youll
have pretty guns. Golden \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing eagles, man. I don't need to say anything more.. Look like a Pimp with
these, Soon you'll have real friends. Maybe.

Go Outside.. Typical add-on pack. Expands your arsenal, nothing wrong with that. Some will use some will not. Great game
though. Better than the 2nd game. Its clear what you're getting, Over priced DLC of course, like most, but frequently on sale.
Worth it then.. People complain about spending $8 on weapon reskins.
I don't agree with it either, so I picked it up on a sale.

Judge the worth of weapon skins to your love of the game.

Also: GOLDEN TIGER DEAGLE 10\/10 WOULD BUY EVERY GAME.
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